
 

CPS COVID update  
March 2020 – February 2021 

The COVID global pandemic has affected Nepal like the rest of the world. The first 

COVID case was confirmed in January 2020 when a 31 year-old student, who had 

returned from Wuhan, tested positive. A nationwide lockdown started at the end of 

March and the first death was recorded in May.  

The Ministry of Health has confirmed just over 2,055 deaths to date with Kathmandu 

being the worst hit area. 

The Nepali economy has been very badly affected, exacerbating the issue of poverty in 

one of the world’s poorest countries. 

 

 

Team CPS all masked up! 

Lockdown 

Nepal went into lockdown on 24 March 2020 until the end of July, with restrictions 

further extended at various times in the Kathmandu valley through the rest of the year. 

With 21 children and teenagers in the CPS house, and no school or social contact 

outside, it was very important for the CPS manager, Bharat, to keep everyone occupied 

and mentally healthy. The children were taught how to keep safe by wearing masks, 



washing and sanitising their hands and maintaining social distancing everywhere. 

Fortunately, as the house has an outside area, there was the option to play ball games, 

and plenty of dancing and singing too. There were also yoga and meditation sessions 

every day. 

School and college 

Schools and colleges were closed in March 2020 and all exams cancelled. Online 

learning finally commenced for the older students in June and the younger ones in 

August. Online classes were problematic with access to only 4 devices between everyone, 

borrowed from the staff. There were also frequent power cuts and very patchy internet 

connection.  

 

 

Kabita, Chandra and Manish Thapa, accessing their college online learning. 

School Leaving Certificate exams for Chandra and Bishnu were cancelled and they 

were awarded their grades on the basis of teacher assessment. They have now joined 

Kabita and Manish at MOLHISS college. 

 

‘A’ grade students – very well done! 

School and college reopened last month to everyone’s delight! 



Newbie 

 

The CPS family welcomed Sanjib, aged 5, at the beginning of February 2021. He has 

now joined his big brother Sandip, who came to CPS two years ago. We were very keen 

to house both boys at that time, but Sanjib had already been sent to another orphanage. 

We are thrilled that the boys are now reunited and can grow up together! 

Bursary children and their families 

 

The lockdown caused serious financial problems for the families of our bursary 

children as there was no work and no statutory unemployment benefits are provided. 

These families were far more concerned about having no food than catching COVID. 

CPS Nepal therefore decided to fund and provide food parcels for the most needy 

families and our manager distributed these between August and the end of 2020. 

 

Thankfully, their financial situation is slowly improving. 



Trustee visits 

Due to the COVID pandemic, Karen, Julia and Jan have been unable to undertake their 

usual self-funded trustee visits. As soon as the situation allows, they will head back to 

Kathmandu to visit the CPS family. 

A HUGE THANK YOU 

 

CPS is 100% reliant on donations – we are SO grateful for your 
support, especially through this very difficult time! 
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